VELAMMAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE

NCC ARMY WING

INCITE-2016

21ST MARCH, 2016

INCITE - A motivational career guidance seminar cum rank promotion and felicitation of NATIONAL LEVEL NCC CAMP ACHIEVERS. The event, conducted inside the college campus was organised by Velammal Engineering College, NCC ARMY WING of 1(TN) SIG COY NCC unit.

The event was presided by the chief guest COL K.P. HEBBAR, Group Commander, Madras A group NCC and guests of honour LT COL AJAY DHAWAN, Officer Commanding 1 (TN) Armd Sqd NCC and LT COL K.N. SURESH KUMAR Commanding Officer, 29 (AN) BN NCC, Dr. N. Duraipandian, Principal of Velammal Engineering College, Lt R Chezhian, Associate NCC Officer, Velammal Engineering college NCC Army.

The guests shared their valuable knowledge about careers in the defense sector and also briefed about other career opportunities for graduates. The guests also promoted the deserving cadets and also felicitated the cadets, who participated in the national level NCC camps. This was very encouraging for the cadets both the seniors and the juniors.

The heads of the departments of the college, student representatives of classes, cadets from other colleges who were duly invited attended the event. Parents of the cadets also attended the event and made it a grand success. More than 200 people took part in the event.

CAPTION: INCITE 2016

LINK: INCITE 2016- CAREER GUIDANCE SEMINAR CUM RANK PROMOTION AND FELICITATION EVENT BY VEC NCC ARMY
LT COL SURESH KUMAR GIVING HIS PRESENTATION ON CAREER GUIDANCE
CHIEF GUEST COL KP HEBBAR LIGHTING THE KUTHUVILAKU AND FLAGGING OFF THE CEREMONY
THE CHIEF GUEST, GUESTS OF HONOUR, ANO(ARMY) AND ANO(NAVY) WITH PRINCIPAL DR N. DURAIPANDIAN.
THE RANK PROMOTED CADETS TAKING THEIR OATH
RELEASE OF THE NCC ARMY ANNUAL REPORT 2015-2016
PRESENTING THE CHIEF GUEST COL KP HEBBAR WITH HIS PORTRAIT PREPARED BY L/CPL SWETHA
GROUP COMMANDER COL K.P. HEBBAR FELICITATING NCC CADET SARAVANA PERUMAL FOR HIS NATIONAL LEVEL ACHIEVEMENT IN MAVLANKAR FIRING CAMP.